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In the 21st century packaging is a vast and ever booming industry. There are many factors that
make this particular business stand out from the rest. Amongst all, the appearance of the packaging
is the most vital one. The packaging should be attractive in order to please customers and grab their
attention, therefore companies are always in the hunt for quality and excellent packaging machines
suppliers.

Are you looking for an excellent packaging solution provider?

If yes you can get in touch with Holmes Mann of Bradford, they provide excellent packaging
solutions, exceptional customer service and have been doing so for over 120 Years. With over a
centurys worth of experience you can be sure of getting the packaging solution that suits your
business from Holmes Mann.

Whether you are looking for small or large quantities you are always guaranteed to receive excellent
quality supplies from Holmes Mann.  Holmes Mann offers a wide and consistent range of quality
packaging in both large and small quantities; in standard or bespoke formats.

The range of packaging materials supplied by Holmes Mann is broad, it comprises of cardboard
boxes, Timber packaging, bubble wrap, printed tape, case erectors, paper tubes and more. Holmes
Mann provides you with the best quality packaging to suit your individual business needs.

SIAT packaging machines are an ever popular product for Holmes Mann. Holmes Mann is one of
only 2 companies in the UK who are an approved SIAT packaging machine supplier. Now, you may
think on why Holmes Mann holds so much confidence upon the SIAT supplies?

SIAT are without question one of the industry leaders when it comes to packaging machines. The
company was founded in 1972 and provides an exceptional and varied range of SIAT Packaging
Machines. The reputation of SIAT packaging machinery can be well gauged by the fact that more
than 11,000 SIAT packaging machines are ordered every year!

Holmes Mann has been connected with SIAT Packaging Machines for a number of years and is
pleased to offer for sale Case Sealers, Pallet Wrappers and Case Erectors.

â€¢	SIAT Case and Carton Sealers â€“ SIAT case and carton sealers are user-friendly and easy to adjust.
They help every operator get started with the process for efficient case sealing within minutes.
There are a wide range of case sealers with different styles starting from simple entry level case
sealers that are appropriate for taping long or short runs of single size cartons. There are also
automatically adjusted SIAT case sealers for taping cartons of any size. Some of the models of case
sealers that are available at Holmes Mann SR4 for Random Sizes, SIAT-S8 Carton Sealer and
SM11 Automatic for Fixed Size and SIAT-S2 Carton Sealer.

â€¢	SIAT Pallet Wrapping Machines â€“ Between them they have some outstanding technical features.
These SIAT Pallet Wrapping Machines are economically priced and offer an solution to this part of
the process. Some of the models of SIAT Pallet wrapping machines are F1 Paklet Stretch Wrapper,
WR100 Semi-Automatic Robot Wrapper and SW2 Paklet Stretch Wrapper.

â€¢	SIAT Case Erectors â€“ SIAT case erectors will automatically and professionally assemble card
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boxes. These machines usually draw, erect and seal the base flap of the cartons by making use of
adhesive tape. Some of SIAT Case Erectors model are F144 Case Erector, PS50-TB Carton
Former Sealer.

With this in mind, surely a SIAT packaging machine from Holmes Mann seems a sound investment,
visit their website for further product information.
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Holman - About Author:
Holmes Mann is a renowned packaging professional. They provide excellent packaging solutions
together with exceptional customer service. They have been supplying a SIAT packaging machines
to a variety of industry for a number of years.
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